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KAPP NILES is a globally operating group of com-
panies with high-quality and economical solutions 
for finishing gears and profiles. More than 1,000 
employees represent the innovative strength and 
expertise of the sustainably managed family com-
pany which has grown for over 120 years.

With production sites in Germany as well as 
worldwide sales and service branches, we are 
responsive and reliable in all major markets.
KAPP NILES is partner for companies from nume-
rous industrial sectors in our segments mobility, 
automation and energy.

The perfect interaction between machines, tools, 
and technologies enables the precise machining to 
a thousandth millimetre and up to a diameter of 
eight metres. 

Each system solution is individually optimised 
for customer requirements and serviced by us 
throughout its life cycle. Highly accurate measu-
ring equipment complements the comprehensive 
product range to ensure the required quality. 

KAPP NILES supports efficient and stable proces-
ses with innovative services and digital solutions.

 WORKPIECE RANGE

Gears and shafts

Gear related profiles

Compressor rotors

Cycloidal profiles

Ball screw tracks

Worms

Rotary pistons

Pump spindles

Gerotors

Vane pump rotors

etc.
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T E C H N O L O G Y

System solutions from a single source

PRODUCT RANGE

Topological grinding 
Fine grinding | polish grinding
Use of small worms
Grinding of double helical gears

Individual solutions for 
for challenging tasks

24/7 reachability
Smart Service
Worldwide presence
Modernisation

Comprehensive services over
the entire service life cycle

Connectivity
Production
Machine
Support

Perfect interaction
for efficient processes

CBN profile grinding wheels
CBN generating grinding worms
Corundum tools
Dressing tools

Tailored to a wide range of machining 
processes

Gear measuring machines
Portable measuring machines
Universal measuring machines
Integrated measuring systems

For the optimisation of 
quality assurance

D I G I T I S A T I O N

M E T R O L O G Y

T O O L S S E R V I C E S

M A C H I N E S

Generating / profile grinding
External / internal gears
Special profiles
Automation system

Comprehensive standard equipment up to 
customer-oriented special machines
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Perfect interaction for efficient processes

DIGITISATION

Machine - Traceability of each component - Monitoring of the machine and the process - Detection of conspicuities in real time

Support - Targeted assistance - Fast response times - Predictive maintenance support

CONNECTIVITY

PRODUCTION MACHINE

SUPPORT

Connectivity - Seamless integration in smart factories - Compatibility also of existing machines - Interfaces to various customer systems

Production - Optimisation of processes - Improvement of quality - Zero-defect manufacturing

GDE Import/
Export

KN connect

Production
Monitoring

Tool
Management

Closed Loop
Part Tracing

Process 
Monitoring

Condition
Monitoring

Maintenance
Management

Remote Service

https://www.kapp-niles.com/en/digitisation
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KN grind

The profile grinding machine KNG 3P ready offers an inexpensive 
entry into precision machining. It has been designed as a solution 
for flexible production of small and medium lot sizes. The machine is 
characterised by a grinding spindle with high drive power for com-
ponents up to module 10 mm. The directly driven rotary table is gen-
erously dimensioned for a table load of up to 350 kg. The dresser 
sits stationary against the tool axis and even allows the use of small 

dressing wheels with a minimum diameter of 65 mm. The working 
area can be used without any restrictions at large helix angles.

Thanks to the low height of the machine bed and the short dis-
tance to the machine elements all operations can be carried out 
without requiring means.

The innovative, operator-friendly user interface KN grind allows a 
machine-oriented and an intuitive input of all relevant project data.

Gear profile grinding machine 

KNG ready

Intuitive KN grind 
control with 
touch screen HMI

The integrated electrical 
cabinet ensures a short
commissioning time

Ergonomic control 
and set-up concept 
optimised for manual 
loading

max. 
tip diameter

[mm]

max.
workpiece length

[mm]

module 
range
[mm]

max.
face width

[mm]

max.
helix angle

[deg]

KNG 3P ready 320 825 0.5 - 10 400 - 45 / + 135

320 mm
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KN grind

The KNG 350 expert is based on a compact, set-up-optimised 
machine concept and is intended for use in medium and large-
scale series production of external geared components. The in-
tegrated workpiece handling ensures short non-productive times 
and can handle both bored parts and shafts. The new functional 
and ergonomic machine design paired with the innovative user-

friendly interface KN grind supports the user during set-up and 
optimisation of grinding projects. High-performance technology 
options combined with application-specific aligning and meas-
uring functions enable maximum precision and surface qual-
ities on the workpiece. The NC-controlled aligning device adapts 
automatically to different workpieces.

Gear centre

KNG 350 expert

Application of dressable 
tools with high cutting 
speeds

Functional, ergonomic 
machine design with 
compact footprint

Integrated loading 
device to ensure 
minimal non-
productive times

Integrated workpiece 
handling to ensure 
minimal non-
productive times

max.
tip diameter

[mm]

max.
workpiece length

[mm]

module
range
[mm]

max.
face width

[mm]

max.
helix angle

[deg]

KNG 350 expert 350 700* 0.5 - 6 400 ±45

350 mm

* depending on the loading system

https://ifworlddesignguide.com/search?search=kapp%20niles#/page/entry/283387-kng-series-kng-350-expert-kng-12p-master
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EgCE9IT8OqE
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KN grind

Gear centre

KNG 350 flex

400 mm

Flexibility through 
external and internal 
grinding

Digital support for 
optimisation of set-up 
process

Grinding spindle with 
counter bearing for 
large grinding worms

* depending on the loading system

The KNG 350 flex is based on a compact, set-up optimised machine
concept for use in the prototype sector up to large series pro-
duction. Both externally and internally toothed workpieces 
can be machined. The performance-optimised grinding spindle
with counter bearing is designed also for the use of large grind-
ing worms with widths of up to 200 mm. This allows an effi-
cient realisation, especially when machining of components with 
large modules and using 2-sector worms for fine grinding or 

polishing applications. From manual loading to a comprehensive
automation solution, the concept offers full flexibility. The 
functional and ergonomic machine design paired with the in-
novative user-friendly interface KN grind supports the user
during set-up and optimisation of grinding projects. 

Due to the use of auxiliary spindles small grinding wheels can 
be applied. Both involute internal gears and special profiles can 
be machined with the internal grinding device.

max. 
tip diameter

[mm]

max. 
workpiece length

[mm]

module range
generating / profile

[mm]

max.
face width

[mm]

max. 
helix angle 

[deg]

KNG 350 flex 350 (400) 700 0.5 - 8 / 0.5 - 10 400 ±45*

variable
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KN grind

Gear centre

KNG 350 flex HS

350 mm

Highest grinding quality 
and productivity even 
when using small tools

Significantly reduced 
non-productive times 
through a machine-
integrated loading device

Flexibility through 
generating and profile 
grinding

* depending on the loading system

The KNG 350 flex HS is based on a compact, set-up optimised 
machine concept and is intended for use in small, medium and 
large series production of externally toothed components up to 350 
mm diameter. The machine is characterised in particular by the 
highest grinding quality and productivity, even when machining 
with small tools. Using a high-speed grinding spindle (HS) with a 
speed of 25,000 rpm, even gear teeth with interfering contours 
can be ground, requiring tool diameters of min. 55 mm (gener-

ating grinding) or 20 mm (profile grinding). The concept also offers 
full flexibility in the selection of loading and automation solutions. 
From manual loading to downsize automation to robotic loading. 
The optionally integrated ring loader ensures the shortest non-pro-
ductive times and can handle both bore parts and shaft-shaped 
workpieces. The new functional and ergonomic machine design 
paired with the innovative user-friendly interface KN grind sup-
ports the user during set-up and optimisation of grinding projects.

max. 
tip diameter

[mm]

max. 
workpiece length

[mm]

module range
generating / profile

[mm]

max.
face width

[mm]

max. 
helix angle 

[deg]

KNG 350 flex HS 350 700 0.5 - 6 / 0.5 - 8 400 ±45*

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=56QjiHKME94
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Intended to be used within the automotive industry, the DYNAMIC 
series convinces with minimal set-up and non-operational times. 
The concept is based on the integrated loading function and the op-
tionally available automatic changeover of the workpiece fixtures.

Parallel to grinding operation, the second pick-up axis can un-
load the finished workpiece and pick up an unmachined part. 
The workpiece is aligned outside the working area. To reduce
non-productive times, the workpiece spindle can be swivelled 

into the working area in an already accelerated state. Continu-
ous generating grinding with dressable grinding tools is used as 
machining process. For application-specific purposes, dressing 
tools with integrated tip dresser as well as multi-ribbed tools can 
be used on the dressing unit. The integrated automation reduces 
the space requirement to a minimum. Topological generating 
grinding is available as an option.

Gear centres

KX DYNAMIC series

260 mm

Pick-up concept and 
integrated automation 
enable fastest changing 
times

Multifunction-axis to 
discharge measured 
and tested parts

Automatic change of 
clamping devices

max. 
tip diameter

[mm]

max.
workpiece length

[mm]

module
range
[mm]

max.
face width

[mm]

max.
helix angle

[deg]

KX 100 DYNAMIC 125 150 0.5 - 4.5 80 ±35

KX 260 DYNAMIC 260 150 0.5 - 6 100 ±45

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JemmbTM_vx4
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Machines of the KX TWIN series have been designed for continu-
ous generating grinding with dressable and non-dressable tools. 
They are particularly suitable for the high production volumes 
in the medium and large batch production of gears and shafts. 
The concept includes two identical workpiece spindles arranged 
at opposing sides of an rotary indexing table. While machining 
one part, the second workpiece spindle simultaneously loads /
unloads and aligns another part. 

The machines are optimised for automatic loading with a 
standardised, cost-effective combination of pallet conveyor 
and gantry loader. 

The profile grinding function is optionally available for the 
KX 260 TWIN. By using an optional high-speed grinding spindle (HS),
it is even possible to grind gears with interfering edges which 
require a tool diameter of 55 mm (generating grinding) or 20 mm 
(profile grinding).

Gear centres

KX TWIN series

260 mm

Twin spindle concept 
with rotary indexing 
table

Minimal non-
productive times

Flexible connection 
to different concepts 
of automation

max. 
tip diameter

[mm]

max.
workpiece length

[mm]

module 
range 
[mm]

max.
face width

[mm]

max.
helix angle

[deg]

KX 160 TWIN (HS) 170 770 0.5 - 4.5 320 (520) ±45

KX 260 TWIN (HS) 260 770 0.5 - 6 320 (520) ±45

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cltfcUR75F4
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Based on different tool and process technologies, user-
specific, optimal production solutions can be configured.

The tool spindle with counterbearing can hold dressable and 
non-dressable grinding worms or profile grinding wheels. Due 
to the use of auxiliary spindles small grinding wheels up to a 

minimum diameter of 25 mm can be used. Machines can be 
loaded either manually or automatically. The use of an inte-
grated ring loader allows short loading times for both bore and 
shaft parts.

Gear centre

KX 300 P

350 mm

Direct drives in 
tool spindle and 
workpiece spindle

Highest flexibility 
due to various 
machining processes

Flexible connection to 
different automatic 
loading solutions

max. 
tip diameter

[mm]

max.
workpiece length

[mm]

module range
generating / profile

[mm] 

max.
face width

[mm]

max.
helix angle

[deg]

KX 300 P 350 800* 0.5 - 8 / 0.5 - 10 320 ±45

* depending on the loading system
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The patented KX 500 FLEX is designed for the flexible use of a 
wide range of tooling and machining technologies. Thus, appli-
cation-specific production solutions can be configured to per-
form diverse processing jobs and a wide range of batch sizes effi-
ciently and economically. Dressable tools for versatile machining 
processes and non-dressable CBN tools can be used for highly 
productive manufacturing as well as grinding of gear geometry 

with interfering edges. The machine concept is based on a ro-
tary indexing table which incorporates the tailstock and dresser 
offset against the workpiece spindle. The dressing unit can ac-
commodate a single or twin spindle dresser. 

Due to the use of auxiliary spindles small grinding wheels can 
be applied. Both involute internal gears and special profiles can 
be machined with the internal grinding device.

Gear centre

KX 500 FLEX

High level of quality 
from prototype to 
serial production

Highest flexibility with the use and combination of 
different machining processes

Machining of gears and 
special profiles

max. 
tip diameter

[mm]

max.
workpiece length

[mm]

module range
generating / profile

[mm] 

max.
face width

[mm]

max.
helix angle

[deg]

KX 500 FLEX 500 1,000 0.5 - 8 / 0.5 - 12 520 ±45

500 mm

variable

https://www.youtube.com/user/KAPPNILESVIDEOS/search?query=KX%20500
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The ZX series provides high-end productivity, even for bigger 
gears and larger modules. The requirements for outstanding flexi-
bility can easily be met, too. The inherently rigid machine base 
enables easy installation without anchoring in the hall floor. The 
rotary table is generously dimensioned and can bear heavy loads.  
It is driven by an electrical high-accuracy direct drive, providing 
a high level of positioning accuracy even for the profile grinding 
process. The compact design enables all operations from the hall 

floor and allows for easy set-up for machining individual parts, 
low and medium serial production volumes. The changeover be-
tween profile and generating grinding processes only lasts a few 
minutes. The tool spindle has a counter support for better rigidity 
and optimal surface finish. A wide range of dressing processes is 
available, e.g. double flank dressing with simultaneous tip dress-
ing, single flank dressing and topological dressing.

Gear centres

ZX series

1,000 mm

Cylindrical and conical 
external gears

Manual or automated 
loading

Highest flexibility thanks 
to the use of different 
machining processes 

max. 
tip diameter

[mm]

max.
workpiece length

[mm]

module range 
generating / profile

[mm]

max.
face width

[mm]

max.
helix angle

[deg]

ZX 630 / 800 / 1000 650 / 800 / 1,000 1,050 0.5 - 12 / 0.5 - 15 520 ±45

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wviOqQX1CU0
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Special spindles for 
various machining tasks 

External and internal 
gears as well as special 
profiles

Small footprint and 
optimal accessibility

The gear profile grinding machines in the ZE series are used 
for high-precision machining of external and internal gears. 
The machine concept stands for maximum quality, very straight 
forward handling and compact design. The machines are equipped 
with a dresser, counter support, integrated measuring device, 
balancing unit and comprehensive software for grinding and 
measuring of involute profiles, which enables machining of a 
wide range of applications.

Easy accessibility provided by doors that open wide, and oper-
ation from the hall floor allow easy set-up for machining indi-
vidual parts and small-scale serial production. The machines 
feature generously dimensioned rotary tables with electrical 
direct drive and deep rotary table bores. All machines of the ZE 
series can be equipped with internal grinding units.

Gear profile grinding machines

ZE series

max. 
tip diameter

[mm]

max.
workpiece length

[mm]

module
range
[mm]

max.
face width

[mm]

max.
helix angle

[deg]

ZE 400 400 (500) 1,100 0.5 - 20 (25) 400 -45 / +120

ZE 630 / 800 650 / 800 1,100 0.5 - 20 (25) 600 -45 / +120

ZE 1000 / 1200 1,000 / 1,200 1,100 0.5 - 20 (25) 600 -45 / +120

1,200 mm

variable

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1pXIVwNx4E
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The machines in the master series are perfect for high-precision 
machining of external and internal gears as well as special profiles. 

The machine concept stands for maximum workpiece quality. 
High thermal stability and rigidity are achieved through an op-
timised design and matching components. The inherently rigid 
machine base enables easy installation without anchoring in the 
hall floor. The dressing and grinding spindles are equipped with 
state-of-the-art direct drives.

The new functional and ergonomic machine design paired with an 
innovative user-friendly interface supports the user during set-
up and optimisation of grinding projects. High-performance tech-
nology options and application-specific alignment and measur-
ing devices mean that maximum quality can be achieved even 
with batch size 1.

Gear profile grinding machines

KNG master series

1,250 mm

Optional hydrostatics 
in the rotary table

Wide guides and high 
drive power

Highest quality already 
at lot size 1

max. 
tip diameter

[mm]

max.
workpiece length

[mm]

module
range
[mm]

max.
face width

[mm]

max.
helix angle

[deg]

KNG 10P master 1,000 1,545 0.5 - 35 1,000 +45 / -120

KNG 12P master 1,250 1,545 0.5 - 35 1,000 +45 / -120

variable

https://ifworlddesignguide.com/search?search=kapp%20niles#/page/entry/283387-kng-series-kng-350-expert-kng-12p-master
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfi2eKfFf2k
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External gears and 
internal gears, special 
profiles

Maximum precision

Special spindles (option) 
for the use of small 
grinding wheels

The machine concept stands for maximum workpiece quality,
flexibility and a long service life. The basic machines are equipped 
with a dresser, integrated measuring device, balancing unit and 
comprehensive software. The machines feature generously di-
mensioned rotary tables with electrical direct drive and large ro-
tary table bores. Hydrostatic bearings and guides allow for pre-
cise positioning, excellent load capacity and a virtually unlimited 

service life. Due to state-of-the-art drive and control technology, 
even the most challenging applications can still be machined 
using 5-axis interpolation. All machines of the ZP series can be 
equipped with internal grinding attachments. Different spindle 
variants are available for grinding external gears.

Gear profile grinding machines

ZP series

8,000 mm

max. 
tip diameter

[mm]

max.
workpiece length

[mm]

max. 
module
[mm]

max.
face width

[mm]

max.
helix angle

[deg]

ZP 10 / 12 / 16 1,000 / 1,250 / 1,600 1,700 (2,050) 40 1,000 (1,500 / 1,800) -45 / +120

ZP 20 / 24 2,000 / 2,400 (2,800) 1,700 (2,050) 40 1,000 (1,500 / 2,000) -45 / +120

ZP 30 - 80 3,200 / 4,000 / 5,000 / 6,000 / 8,000 on request 50 1,000 (1,500 / 2,000) -45 / +120

variable

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rJvxUChFtEc
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ZP B for external gears, 
bores and end faces in 
one set-up

ZP E/I with changeover 
between external and 
internal machining that 
does not require set-up

Based on the well-known ZP series, application-specific soluti-
ons have been developed. The machines of the ZP B model have 
been designed for complete hard finishing (gearing and reference
surfaces) of external planetary and bull gears with a tip diameter
of up to 3,000 mm. The combination of machining processes en-
sures a high potential for optimising workpiece quality while at 
the same time reducing set-up and machining times.

The machines of the ZPI model are developed for profile grind-
ing of highly precise internal gears with large modules. Especially 
the series production in the wind energy sector requires higher 
stiffness and stronger grinding power. A heavy internal grinding 
device was developed especially for this purpose, with the great-
est emphasis on the rigidity of the grinding spindle bearing.

The measuring device is permanently integrated in the grinding 
head which leads to a reduction of set-up times to a minimum. 

ZP I/E with grinding arm that can be swivelled quickly 
for machining internal and external gears with large 
modules and gear widths

Gear centres / Gear profile grinding machines

ZP special machines

The machines of the ZP I/E model are used for high precision  
profile grinding of internal gears with large modules with a root 
diameter of up to 2,900 mm. The grinding arm is designed to allow 
it to rotate by 180°, thus the machine can be refitted for grinding 
external gears and special profiles within 30 minutes. The basic 
machines are equipped with a dresser, integrated measuring de-
vice, a balancing unit and comprehensive software.

The concept of the ZP E/I model is based on the use of two
independent grinding columns. Thus, these machines will be 
used by job shops primarily. The use of a common rotary table 
and the peripheral units such as cooling lubricant system signifi-
cantly reduces the investment cost and floor space compared 
with two individual machines. Different rotary tables and col-
umn bases of the ZP series are available.

variable

variable

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tEYgpDT9PuU
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Machining parts of 
complex geometry

Suitable for prototyping 
and small batch 
production

External, internal, 
spur and helical gears 
as well as special profiles

The profile grinding machines of the VX series are extremely 
suitable for meeting the highest requirements concerning the 
final quality of the produced gears. Both dressable tools and 
non-dressable CBN tools may be used in the process. As the 
grinding adapter can be fitted with two exchangeable grinding 
spindles, the cutting passes can be realised with the sequential
use of roughing and finishing tools in one workpiece set-up. As 
an alternative, multiple gears can be machined in one set-up. 

VX machines configured for the use of dressable tools feature 
integrated dressing equipment producing any type of grinding 
wheel profile. The dressing and grinding programme is generated 
automatically based on the gear data. The combination of meas-
uring system and profile dressing equipment also allows for 
automated machining according to the so-called GMG-strat-
egy (grinding - measuring - grinding). 

Gear profile grinding machines

VX series

630 mm

max. 
tip diameter

[mm]

max. 
workpiece length

[mm]

module
range
[mm]

max.
feed travel

[mm]

Swivel range of 
grinding head

[deg]

VX 55 500 1,100 0.5 - 16 700 ±90

VX 59 630 1,650 0.5 - 16 1,020 ±90

variable

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZqW13z5sqY
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Roughing and finishing in one set-up

The machines of the RX series are used for pre-finish and finish 
grinding of pre-profiled steel and cast iron screw rotors. Due to 
the innovative drive concept on the tool side, a maximum drive
power of 46 kW is reached. Especially for roughing, this high 
performance results in extremely high stock removal rates and 
shortens machining times considerably. In combination with an 
optimally adapted tool technology, a highly productive and ef-
ficient working process will be guaranteed.

With regard to pre-grinding, the patented rotor grinding ma-
chine RX 120 provides the option to use the advantages of con-
tinuous generating grinding instead of profile grinding in manu-
facturing rotor profiles. For the finishing operation, only profile 
grinding is used. By applying the generating grinding process as 
the pre-grinding process, a reduction of up to 40 % in grind-
ing time can be realised compared to conventional machines 
and processes.

Rotor grinding machines

RX series

1,650 mm

RX 120 with compact automation 
concept with integrated deburring 
station

max. 
outer diameter

[mm]

max.
workpiece length

[mm]

max.
profile length

[mm]

max. 
profile width

[mm]

max. 
profile depth

[mm]

RX 120 120 425 220 80 30

RX 55 320 1,200 550 180 80

RX 59 320 (400) 1,650 850 180 80
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Use of non-dressable 
CBN grinding wheels

Machines from the GAS series are used for processing ex-
ternal threads and similar profiles. Typical components for these
machines are external ball screws for automotive steering 
systems, as well as drive worms, small pump and metering com-
ponents. 

GIS machines are used for the hard finishing of internal 
threads in ball screw tracks or similar profiles. Typical applica-
tions besides vehicle steering are recirculating ball screws in the 
field of drive technology. 

Individual solutions for 
special profiles, external 
and internal threads

Special machines

GAS | GIS | HGS

variable

The high-speed grinding machine HGS is mainly used for the 
grinding of slots in pump rotors from solid, through-hardened 
material. Slot widths within the range of 0.5 to 2.0 mm can be 
produced with high efficiency due to package clamping and au-
tomatic unloading and loading. The in-process measuring cont-
rol ensures maintaining slot width tolerances. The HGS uses non-
dressable CBN profile grinding wheels only.

variable
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Diamond profile rolls and diamond form rolls for gener-
ating grinding for flexible or topological dressing of vitrified 
corundum grinding worms or dressable CBN worms for the con-
tinuous generating grinding of external gears. 

For serial production, an integrated tip dresser is used for de-
fined grinding of the gear root area.

Diamond form rolls for profile grinding in sintered design 
for profiling dressable profile grinding wheels.

Either as an economic version with natural diamond or as a 
long life tool with handset CVD diamond. These tools can be re-
ground several times and are characterised by a long life time.

Diamond profile rolls and diamond form rolls

DRESSING TOOLS

Multi-ribbed diamond profile rolls for generating grinding 
for high efficiency dressing of vitrified grinding worms in large 
batch production.

Full profile rolls are produced in galvanically negative design 
for a wide range of modules and rib numbers.

Diamond dressing gears for gear honing for profiling dres-
sable honing rings.

This type of tool is also available as a tool set consisting of 
dressing gear and integrated tip dressing roll to move back the 
tip of the tooth at the honing ring.

Repeatedly regrindable 
and replateable tools

Long service life due to 
highly wear-resistant
CVD inserts

Highest profile precision possible
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KAPP NILES manufactures non-dressable, electroplated CBN 
tools for hard and soft finishing of gears and profiles. Our tools 
have been rated among the top products worldwide for decades. 
They are used whenever the highest quality standards, perfor-
mance and efficiency are required.

CBN profile grinding wheels in single or multi-ribbed rough-
ing or finishing design, for grinding of - External and internal gears in automotive (passenger          
  car, commercial vehicle) and aircraft industry - Radial, screw, rotor and worm profile wheels - High speed grinding of profiles and gears - Plunge grinding, abrasive cutting and cylindrical grinding

Non-dressable CBN grinding wheels and grinding worms

GRINDING TOOLS

CBN grinding worms as roughing and finishing worms.
In cylindrical form for highly efficient grinding of external gears 
and other profiles as well as in globoidal form for continuous pro-
file grinding of external gears with interfering contours. Grinding 
worms and profile grinding wheels are often used in combination.

Ceramic grinding tools                                             
In addition to non-dressable CBN tools, dressable tools made by 
renowned manufacturers can be used with our machines. Vitri-
fied corundum grinding tools have been dominant for this pur-
pose. Due to its good stability and grinding performance, the use 
of sintered corundum is preferable for grinding steel. It is recom-
mended to machine grey cast iron with fused aluminium oxide 
as grinding material.

Application-specific 
design and 
manufacturing

Worldwide replating 
close to the customers

Maximum level of 
quality and several 
decades of experience
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TECHNOLOGY

FINE  GR IND ING  |  POL ISH  GR IND ING

KAPP NILES machines provide the option to 
integrate precision grinding technology into both 
the profile and generating grinding processes. The
additional effort required for this is generally less
than 50 % of the machining time of a conventional 
grinding process.

DOUBLE  HEL ICAL  GEARS

KAPP NILES offers a wide range of machine 
concepts for grinding double helical gears in all
different sizes. Whether equipped with a hori-
zontal or vertical workpiece axis, the hardware / 
software of all machines can be upgraded with 
innovative solutions for grinding helical gears.

Innovative solutions for challenging tasks

CYCLO IDAL  GEARBOX

Cycloidal gearboxes distinguish themselves by 
high transmissible torques, better rigidity and 
low wear. For high precision profile machining of 
the two main components of a cycloidal gearbox 
- cycloidal disk and ring gear housing - high 
performance technologies from KAPP NILES are 
available.

GENERAT ING  GR IND ING  US ING  SMALL  TOOLS

Using high-speed grinding spindles on the 
KX 160 / 260 TWIN HS and KNG 350 flex HS ma-
chines, gears with interfering edges which could 
previously only be machined with the profile 
grinding or honing process can now be machined 
with the generating grinding process. This new 
development offers high potential for optimisation.

TOPOLOGICAL GENERATING AND PROFILE GRINDING

The prevention or targeted manipulation of 
process-related bias presents a challenging re-
quirement for a hard finishing process. Due to the 
user-friendly guidance and machine-internal cal-
culation of dressing and grinding paths, this 
method has found its way into the field of serial 
production.

http://www.kapp-niles.com/fileadmin/inhalte/downloads/brochures/technologie/EN_KAPP_NILES_generating_grinding_with_small_tools.pdf
http://www.kapp-niles.com/fileadmin/inhalte/downloads/brochures/technologie/EN_KAPP_NILES_topological_grinding.pdf
https://www.kapp-niles.com/fileadmin/inhalte/downloads/technology/KAPP_NILES_fine_grinding_polish_grinding_EN.pdf
http://www.kapp-niles.com/fileadmin/inhalte/downloads/brochures/EN_Pfeilverzahnung.pdf
http://www.kapp-niles.com/fileadmin/inhalte/downloads/brochures/technologie/EN_KAPP_NILES_cycloidal_gearboxes.pdf
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The KNM 2X / 5X / 9X analytical measuring machines are de-
signed for high-precision measurements of gears, gear tools and 
rotationally symmetric workpieces. All guides and base plates 
made of granite are extremely stable in the long-term and have 
identically low expansion coefficients. Air bearings with emer-
gency operation properties ensure perfect and wear-free guides 
without short-term errors. Air spring elements underneath the 
base plates safely shield from jolts and vibrations. 

Separate bases are not required. Non-ferrous linear and torque 
motors of the rotary tables ensure ultimate position precisions 
and path accuracy. Despite the compact design, spacious travel 
ranges ensure a tangential generating motion towards the base 
circle for any profile. Based on the requirements, different scan-
ning touch probe systems can be used. The control cabinet can be 
arranged freely.

Innovative quick change
clamping system for 
reduction of non-
productive times

Compact design and 
quick measuring 
procedure

Smart tailstock for 
optimal loading and to 
expand the work area

Analytical measuring machines for small and medium-sized workpieces 

KNM 2X | 5X | 9X

>10 mm

max.
workpiece diameter

[mm]

max.
measurable workpiece length

internal / external [mm]

counter support 
L / D
[mm]

max.
workpiece weight

[daN]

KNM 2X 300 450 480 / 300 80

KNM 5X 650 400 / 800 800 / 650 500

KNM 9X 1,250 400 / 1,000 1,200 / 1,000 2,000

1,250 mm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOwcX_dscOs
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According to customer-specific requirements, the KNM X se-
ries can be either designed as a stationary machine for medium
and larger sized gears, or as a docking station. For this pur-
pose, any size of the machine base can be combined with a ro-
tary table and a transportable 3-axes measuring device. The 
KNM X machines boast high-precision mechanics with opti-
mal accessibility, laser-based safety equipment, large bearing 
clearances and generously dimensioned guiding cross-sections. 

Linear motors are used in all linear axes. High-precision rotary tables
with air or hydrostatic bearing (diameter of 500 to 1,800 mm) 
feature direct drives / through-holes. Controlled air spring ele-
ments underneath the base plates safely shield from jolts and 
vibrations. No separate foundations are required. The use of drives 
close to the centre of gravity ensures a low level of dynamic 
distortions.

For the use in various 
applications, e.g. spur 
gears, bevel gears, shafts, 
tools, bearing rings

No separate foundation 
required in the 
measurement or 
production area

Motor-driven positioning of the measuring unit (V-axis) 
to the current workpiece diameter

Measuring machines for large workpieces

KNM X series

max.
workpiece diameter

[mm]

measurable
workpiece length

[mm]

number of
machine axes

max. 
workpiece weight

[daN]

KNM X series* 6,000 1,000 - 2,100 3+1  |  4+1 1,500 - 40,000

6,000 mm

>10 mm

* customised design
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The machine has been optimally adapted for the determination 
of geometrical errors at bearing rings, slewing rings and cylinder-
shaped workpieces. The CNC-controlled 4-axis structure allows 
for the expansion to a significantly larger component range, such as 
gears or gear cutting tools. All machines of the KNM C series are 
equipped with state-of-the-art drive technology (linear motors), 
and feature generously dimensioned guiding cross-sections and 
large bearing clearances.

The base plate, vertical columns and axes are made of granite. 
This ensures stable thermal behaviour. Air spring elements un-
derneath the base plate safely shield from jolts and vibrations. The 
raised Y-guide and a drive close to the centre of gravity reduce
the dynamic distortions to a minimum. Measurement uncertain-
ties are at MPEE ≥ 0.6 μm + L/400 | MPETHP ≥ 0.8 μm. Reliable 
software is available for fully automated measurement cycles.

Air bearing guide elements in all axes for wear-free and 
smooth operation

Specially designed 
high-precision 
mechanics with optimal 
accessibility

Measuring machines for complex workpieces

KNM C series

1,600 mm

max.
workpiece diameter

[mm]

max. measurable 
workpiece length 

[mm]

rotary table 
diameter

[mm]

travelling paths
[mm]

rotary table 
load
[daN]X-axis Y-axis Z-axis

KNM 5C 500 450 300 500 600 450 500

KNM 7C 700 550 300 600 750 550 500

KNM 11C 1,100 700 800 800 900 700 2,000

KNM 16C 1,600 700 800 1,000 1,200 700 2,000

>10 mm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSWJh14ZxLc
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The equipment of the KNM P series has been optimally adapted
directly to the production machine according to the specific cus-
tomer requirements regarding the autonomous measurement of 
gears, ring-shaped workpieces such as bearing rings, housings etc. 
The combination of base plate and rotary table in a customised 
design (docking station) forms a full-featured 4-axis measuring 
device. Measurements can even be carried out without rotary ta-
ble directly in the workshop area. In the KNM P machines, spe-

cially designed high-precision mechanics add to optimal acces-
sibility with state-of-the-art drive technology (linear motors). 
The CNC-controlled 3-axis structure allows for checking all gear 
parameters or general workpiece profiles. Arbitrary workpiece 
diameters and easy transport are especially worth emphasising. 
The measuring equipment is placed on a sturdy base connected 
directly to the production machine or foundation.

X- and Z-axes made of granite with air bearing, thus 
wear-free operation

State-of-the-art 
software KN inspect 
for fully automated 
measurement cycles

Base plate (Y-axis) 
as steel construction 
with high-precision 
mechanical bearing

Portable measuring machines for gears and diverse components

KNM P series

variable

max.
workpiece diameter

[mm]

max. measurable 
workpiece length

[mm]

number of 
axes

travelling paths
[mm]

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis

KNM 67P variable 700 3 400 600 750

KNM 1612P variable 1,200 3 700 1,600 1,200

KNM 1814P variable 1,400 3 700 2,800 1,400

KNM YZP variable Customised designs available

>10 mm
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Measuring equipment

DFT | DOB/DOP G | REPOWERED

DFT series
The double flank rolling system is designed even for the use 
on the shop floor. The specifically designed base of the ma-
chine ensures stability and longevity in operation. The dual slide
rails provide a very robust base for the physical control of the 
machine components. The spindle meets perfectly the require-
ments of manufacturing conditions on the modern shop floor. 

DOB G series
This workshop-ready series is developed to comply with the re-
quirements of the production. By using linear actuators, the probe 
moves into position into the gear teeth. A load cell controlls the 
actual pressure of the measurement. The control of the system 
is available with two control components. EDRO (Enhanced Digi-
tal Read Out) is a web based digital display that can be accessed 
using a standard web browser or a PC based software system.

Repowered
During this general overhaul all linear axes are replaced. The ro-
tary table is reconditioned and equipped with a new rotary mo-
tor with rotary encoder. All mechanical tooling is inspected and 
returned to new condition. The electronics are replaced with new 
components and computer software is installed using Windows 
10 (64-bit-systems). A REPOWER system is at half the cost of a 
new system.

Master gears and spline gauges
We offer a wide range of spur and helical gears as well as worms 
for the rolling test and as machine calibration patterns. More-
over, we produce functional Go and No-Go composite and vari-
able indicating spline gauges to support your inspection needs. 
To verify our inspection system accuracy, we maintain gear 
prototypes which have direct traceability with the NIST–Y1 US 
standards laboratory.

Linear drive provides proper speed and 
pressure during measuring

Linear scales ensure exact 
and repeatable positioning 
of the slides

REPOWERED - an alternative to extend the life of your 
gear inspection machines or functional double flank roll 
tester
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Implementation - User training - Collision tests and macro analyses  - Equipment for additional applications

Maintenance - Condition-oriented maintenance and inspection - Prompt delivery of spare parts  - Remote / Technical support

Comprehensive services over the entire life cycle

SERVICES

Optimisation - Continuous updates / upgrades - Process and production optimisation      - Technology training     

Modernisation - KN Retrofit - KN Refit - KN Recontrol

We guarantee long-lasting 
reliability. 

We renew your 
machine.

We will maximise your 
productivity.

We guarantee the
grinding capability 

of your machine.

IMPLEMENTATIO
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         M
AINTENANCE             O
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  M
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TION

Individual consultation 
and support

Future-oriented digital 
service solutions

All services from a 
single source

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uR-QVWCtdmM
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Everywhere close by

KAPP NILES WORLD WIDE

Production sites

Sales and service branches

Sales partners

With numerous locations all over the world, we are quick and 
reliable in all key markets on site.

Tool and spare parts deliveries as well as technological support 
from our competent regional staff ensure smooth process flows 
for our customers worldwide.

KAPP NILES GmbH & Co. KG
Coburg, Germany

KAPP NILES GmbH & Co. KG 
Plant Berlin, Germany

KAPP NILES Metrology GmbH
Großostheim, Germany

KAPPTEC INDÚSTRIA E COMÉRCIO DE 
MÁQUINAS E FERRAMENTAS 
Diadema S.P., Brazil

KAPP TECHNOLOGIES 
Boulder, CO, USA KAPP JAPAN TECHNOLOGIES 

Nagoya, Japan

KAPP ASIA TECHNOLOGIES
JiaShan, P.R. China

PENTA GEAR METROLOGY 
Dayton, OH, USA

KAPP Technologie GmbH
Coburg, Germany

KAPP NILES INDIA TECHNOLOGIES 
Bangalore, India

KAPP NILES MEXICO TECHNOLOGIES 
Ramos Arizpe, Coahuila, Mexico



KAPP NILES

Email:  info@kapp-niles.com
Internet: www.kapp-niles.com 

KAPP NILES GmbH & Co. KG
Callenberger Str. 52
96450 Coburg, Germany
Phone: +49 9561 866-0

KAPP NILES GmbH & Co. KG
Plant Berlin
Nordring 20
12681 Berlin, Germany
Phone: +49 30 93033-0

KAPP Technologie GmbH
Gärtnersleite 2
96450 Coburg, Germany
Phone: +49 9561 866-0

KAPP NILES Metrology GmbH
Nordring 52
63762 Großostheim, Germany
Phone: +49 9561 866-3600

KAPP TECHNOLOGIES L.P.
2870 Wilderness Place
Boulder, CO 80301, USA
Phone: +1 303 447-1130

PENTA GEAR Metrology LLC
6161 Webster Street
Dayton, OH 45414, USA
Phone: +1 937 660-8182

KAPPTEC INDÚSTRIA E COMÉRCIO 
DE MÁQUINAS E FERRAMENTAS LTDA.
Rua Solimoes, 60
09930-570 Diadema S.P., Brazil
Phone: +55 11 4091-5355

KAPP ASIA TECHNOLOGIES (JIASHAN) CO., LTD.
Kapp Road 8, DaYun Industry Zone,
JiaShan, 314113 ZheJiang, P.R. China
Phone: +86 573 8466-3888

KAPP JAPAN TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD
5-11 Yagami-cho, Nakagawa-ku,
Nagoya Aichi 454-0041, Japan
Phone: +81 52 352-5351

KAPP NILES INDIA TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
Lewis Tech Park, Mezzanine Floor No 18,
Millers Road, Benson Town (Nandidurga Road)
Bengaluru 560 046, India
Phone: +91 89511 42980

KAPP NILES MEXICO TECHNOLOGIES, S. de R.L. de C.V. 
Carretera a los Pinos No. 1605 (Lote Bb1-6) 
Ex Hacienda de las Flores, Ramos Arizpe, 
Coahuila, C.P. 25902, Mexico
Phone: +52-(1)-844-1607015
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